Genetic analysis of the strong gyrase site (SGS) of bacteriophage Mu: localization of determinants required for promoting Mu replication.
The Mu strong gyrase site (SGS), located in the centre of the Mu genome, is required for efficient Mu replication, as it promotes synapsis of the prophage termini. Other gyrase sites tested, even very strong ones, were unable to substitute for the SGS in Mu replication. To determine the features required for its unique properties, a deletion analysis was performed on the SGS. For this analysis, we defined the 20 bp centred on the midpoint of the 4 bp staggered cleavage made by gyrase to be the 'core' and the flanking sequences to be the 'arms'. The deletion analysis showed that (i) approximately 40 bp of the right arm is required, in addition to core sequences, for both efficient Mu replication and gyrase cleavage; and (ii) the left arm was not required for efficient Mu replication, although it was required for efficient gyrase cleavage. These observations implicated the right arm as the unique feature of the SGS. The second observation showed that strong gyrase cleavage and Mu replication could be dissociated and suggested that even weak gyrase sites, if supplied with the right arm of the SGS, could promote Mu replication. Hybrid sites were constructed with gyrase sites that could not support efficient Mu replication. The SGS right arm was used to replace one arm of the strong pSC101 gyrase site or the weaker pBR322 site. The pSC101 hybrid site allowed efficient Mu replication, whereas the pBR322 hybrid site allowed substantial, but reduced, replication. Hence, it appears that optimal Mu replication requires a central strong gyrase site with the properties imparted by the right arm sequences. Possible roles for the SGS right arm in Mu replication are addressed.